Abstract-Rapid progress in graphene-based applications is calling for an inexpensive technique for creating mass graphene components with specialized shapes, sizes, and edge structures. In this paper, an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) based mechanical cutting method is developed to approach this goal, through which we are able to structure trenches into multilayer graphene flakes with different directions, and generate different graphene shapes: graphene nanoribbons and triangles. Combining parallel multi-tip technology, this method makes it possible to fabricate large-scale graphene-based device at low cost and high efficiency. This research also reveals that the cutting force of graphene varies with different cutting directions, based on which a close-loop fabrication method with interaction force as real-time feedback may be developed for tailoring graphene into desired edge structures and shapes in a controllable high-precise way.
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Abstract-Rapid progress in graphene-based applications is calling for an inexpensive technique for creating mass graphene components with specialized shapes, sizes, and edge structures. In this paper, an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) based mechanical cutting method is developed to approach this goal, through which we are able to structure trenches into multilayer graphene flakes with different directions, and generate different graphene shapes: graphene nanoribbons and triangles. Combining parallel multi-tip technology, this method makes it possible to fabricate large-scale graphene-based device at low cost and high efficiency. This research also reveals that the cutting force of graphene varies with different cutting directions, based on which a close-loop fabrication method with interaction force as real-time feedback may be developed for tailoring graphene into desired edge structures and shapes in a controllable high-precise way. 1 Graphene, a stable two-dimensional structure, has attracted tremendous attentions worldwide in recent years [1, 2] taking advantage of its unique electronic properties and high crystal quality, It is being predicted to have numerous potential applications, such as FET [3, 4] , gas sensors [5] , solar cells [6] .However, the absence of energy band gap in graphene still stands as a grand challenge for its application in conventional semiconductor device. Previous work [7, 8] has demonstrated that this hurdle can be overcome by patterning graphene into nanoribbons or quantum dots. Theoretical calculations have indicated that the electrical properties of graphene are strongly related to its size, geometry, and edge structure. Graphene ribbons can display metallic or semiconductive property based on their different geometry configurations [9, 10] . Thus, one of the prerequisites for promised graphene applications is that the graphene can be tailored into desired geometries for generating expected band gaps.
BACKGROUND
Several different graphene patterning methods have been developed, such as Catalytic Cutting Technique (CCT), SPM based Electric Field Tailoring Technique (SEFTT), Energy Beam Cutting method (EEC) and so on. CCT uses nanometersized metal particles (nickel [11] , Fe [12] ) or non-metal particles (SiO x [13] ) as a knife that cuts with nanoscale precision in hydrogen atmosphere at high temperatures. The main shortcoming of this method is that the cutting process is not controllable, and it is very difficult to cutting graphene into desired geometries by this kind of method. SEFTT mainly includes two techniques: AFM based anodic oxidation [14] and STM based lithography [15] . When cutting graphene with the SEFTT method, the fabrication result highly depends on the thickness of the water film on the samples. The slightly change of the environment may lead to an unpredicted cutting result. In addition, the size of the electric field generated by SPM is often much bigger than the tip diameters, so it is very difficult to obtain high manufacture precision with the SEFTT technology. The EEC method includes Ion beam lithography [16] , plasma etching [17] , and electron beam etching [18] and so on. But all these technique not only require extremely expensive instrument, but also are easy to damage or dope the graphene samples.
From above discussion we can see, the current technologies still cannot meet the requirement for fabricating graphene precisely in large-scale at low cost. It is urgent to develop a new method to overcome this bottleneck and impetus the wideapplication of graphene based nanodevice. Here we report an AFM based mechanical cutting method to approach this goal. By means of this method we are able to structure trenches into multilayer graphene flakes with different directions, and generate different graphene shapes: graphene nanoribbons and triangles. We also reveals that the cutting forces vary from different cutting directions, based on which a close-loop fabrication method with interaction force as real-time feedback may be developed for tailoring graphene into desired edge structures and shapes. This force based close-loop cutting technique can be directly applied to the existed parallel multiprobe technique, which makes it possible to fabricate graphene with the cost and efficiency in comparison with the current Silicon manufacturing technology.
MATHERIALS AND METHODS

A. Preparation and Characterization of Graphene
Graphene sample is prepared by IMR with chemical reduction of graphene oxide (GO). Stable aqueous dispersions of GO have been synthesized by a modified Hummers method [19] .The original solution is characterized by a Multimode AFM (Veeco Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA) operated in tapping mode (Fig.1a) . As shown in Fig.1a , the concentration of the original solution is larger. Graphene layers overlap and form folds. Therefore, the original solution has been diluted by 1:1 and then sonicated for 10 minutes at 59Hz in the Ultrasonic Oscillator SK5210LHC.One drop of 2ml diluted solution is drawn using a pipette with range from 0ml to 2ml and accuracy of 0.01ml and then dropped on the freshly cleaved mica. The prepared sample has been dried at room temperature and then imaged in tapping mode with AFM. More than 90 percent were few-layer graphene (Fig.1b) , the height of which is ~1nm (Fig.1c) . 
B. Nanocutting of Graphene
Graphene is tailored by AFM based mechanical cutting method. Normal tapping tip MPP-11100 is used, which is purchased from Veeco with nominal spring constants 20N/m-80N/m and nominal radius 10nm (Fig.2) . Graphene is cut automatically with NanoMan software of AFM. In contact mode, using open-feedback mode, graphene is cut by setting different deflection setpoints, which adjust the cutting force. signal by following equations (1). The horizontal PSD signal of AFM tip is collected using the data acquisition card, while cutting graphene (Fig.4) . Fig.3 The force analysis model of the cantilever: O is the origin of Cantilever frame; w and l are the cantilever width and length respectively; h is tip height which includes the thickness of the cantilever. When cutting along different directions in experiment, there are some effects and errors considered, such as substrate effect, tip effect, PSD errors and computing errors. Because our sample is deposited on mica and it is the isotropic, it's used to remove these effects and errors. In theory, the friction forces are the same sliding on mica along different angles. Therefore, the differences are caused by some errors in real experiment. Firstly, graphene is cut along different directions with the same load and velocity, which can just structure trenches in graphene and slide on mica without any trenches in it. Then, the same operations on mica beside the graphene are done in the same situations. In the same direction, the friction force on mica is subtracted from the lateral force cutting on graphene to remove the substrate effect. Lastly, we considered removing other errors. The friction force along 90 degree is as a reference due to no coupling. Then the errors containing tip effect, PSD error and computing error are calculated by
Therefore, the cutting force along different directions can be calculated by
Where M F is the lateral force cutting on graphene along the angle of M , M f is the friction force sliding on mica along the angle of M . Fig.6 shows the experimental realization of mechanical force assisted AFM nanocutting: The tapping tip MPP-11100 of the AFM has been moved in contact mode with a constant deflection setpoint(0.5V). Fig.6a and Fig.6b show the tapingmode AFM images of graphene before and after cutting. It can be seen that there are many trenches in different directions and different shapes, such as a graphene nanoribbon and triangle. The width of the resulted trench can be seen in Fig.6c . The maximal width of the trench is ~157nm. Many different widths of graphene nanoribbons can be fabricated, such as 129nm, 258nm and 86nm, which are denoted by black, blue, and red arrow, as shown in Fig.7 . Currently, the narrowest nanoribbon fabricated is 86 nm.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The cutting forces in different cutting angles have been calculated. Fig.8a The relationship between cutting angles and mean cutting forces, when load is 1043.6nN, and cutting speed is 1ȝm/s.
To study the relationship between depths and loads, trenches have been cut by AFM at the deflection setpoints of 0.5V, 0.8V, 1V, and 1.2V (left to right)at the same cutting speed of 1ȝm/s (Fig.9a) . Fig.9b shows the depth as a function of the load. From the liner fit, it's found that the value of the depth increases with the load. This implies that the depths of trenches can be controlled by the load.
Finally, the cutting speeds impact on the cutting forces has been studied. Trenches have been formed at the cutting speeds of 1ȝm/s, 0.8ȝm/s, 0.6ȝm/s, 0.4ȝm/s, 0.2ȝm/s (left to right) at the same load of 2087.2nN, as shown in Fig.10a. In Fig.10b , it's found that cutting force increases with cutting velocity. 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Graphene is a fantastic material that can display people desired electrical properties through the fabrication of geometry configuration. Therefore, any methods that can tailor graphene with high precision at low cost and high efficiency will greatly speed up its widely applications. In this paper, an AFM based mechanical cutting method is developed to approach this goal. The main advantage of this method is highly controllable and simple to be performed. It needs not any strict conditions and can be carried out in ordinary environment. In addition, it is compatible with existed parallel multi-probe technology. Considering the integration density of multi-probe, the fabrication efficiency of graphene with multiprobe may achieve the same efficiency and cost in comparison with silicon technology, which provides a feasible way to overcome the bottleneck caused by the limitations of the lithography in the development of microelctronics.
In this paper, it has been demonstrated that different graphene shapes can be generated through the AFM based mechanical cutting method. The experimental results show that the cutting forces vary with different cutting directions and cutting speeds. But more detailed experiments and analysis are still needed to prove and explain this phenomenon. The future work will further get rid of the influences from the tip effect and floor friction during cutting process, and focus on the development of close-loop fabrication method with interaction force as real-time feedback.
